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University of Calcutta 
Under Graduate Curriculum under Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) 

Syllabus forAbility Enhancement Compulsory Course-2 (AECC-2) in  
Environmental Studies 

Semester-2 

Total Marks-100(Credit -2) 
(50 Theory-MCQ type + 30 Project + 10 Internal Assessment + 10 Attendance) 

[Marks obtained in this course will be taken to calculate SGPA & CGPA] 

Theory   
Unit 1 Introduction to environmental studies 2 lectures 
 •Multidisciplinary nature of environmental studies; 

•Scope and importance; Concept of sustainability and sustainable development. 
 

Unit 2 Ecology and Ecosystems 6 lectures 
 •Concept of ecology and ecosystem, Structure and function of ecosystem; Energy flow in 

an ecosystem; food chains, food webs; Basic concept of population and community 
ecology; ecological succession.  
•Characteristic features of the following: 

a) Forest ecosystem 
b) Grassland ecosystem 
c) Desert ecosystem 
d) Aquatic ecosystems (ponds, streams, lakes, wetlands,  rivers, oceans, 
estuaries) 

 

Unit 3 Natural Resources 8 lectures 
 • Concept of Renewable and Non-renewable resources 

• Land resources and landuse change; Land degradation, soil erosion and desertification. 
•Deforestation: Causes, consequences and remedial measures 
•Water: Use and over-exploitation of surface and ground water, floods, droughts, 
conflicts over water (international & inter-state). 
•Energy resources: Environmental impacts of energy generation,  use of alternative and 
nonconventional energy sources, growing energy needs. 

 

Unit 4 Biodiversity and Conservation 8 lectures 
 •Levels of biological diversity: genetic, species and ecosystem diversity;  

• Biogeographic zones of India; Biodiversity patterns and global biodiversity hot spots 
•India as a mega-biodiversity nation; Endangered and endemic species of India 
•Threats to biodiversity: Habitat loss, poaching of wildlife, man-wildlife conflicts, 
biological invasions;  
•Conservation of biodiversity: In-situ and Ex-situ conservation of biodiversity. 
•Ecosystem and biodiversity services: Ecological, economic, social, ethical, aesthetic and 
Informational value. 

 

Unit 5 Environmental Pollution 8 lectures 
 • Environmental pollution: concepts and types,  

• Air, water, soil, noise and marine pollution- causes, effects and controls 
• Concept of hazards waste and human health risks 
• Solid waste management: Control measures of Municipal, biomedical and e-waste. 
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Unit 6 Environmental Policies and Practices 7 lectures 
 •Climate change, global warming, ozone layer depletion, acid rain and their impacts on 

human communities and agriculture 
•Environment Laws: Wildlife Protection Act; Forest Conservation Act. Water 
(Prevention and control of Pollution) Act; Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act; 
Environment Protection Act; Biodiversity Act. 
•International agreements: Montreal Protocol, Kyoto protocol and climate negotiations; 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). 
•Protected area network, tribal populations and rights, and human wildlife conflicts in 
Indian context. 

 

Unit 7 Human Communities and the Environment 6 lectures 
 •Human population growth: Impacts on environment, human health and welfare. 

•Case studieson Resettlement and rehabilitation. 
• Environmental Disaster: Natural Disasters-floods, earthquake, cyclones, tsunami and 
landslides; Manmade Disaster- Bhopal and Chernobyl.  
•Environmental movements: Bishnois.Chipko, Silent valley,Big dam movements. 
•Environmental ethics: Role of gender and cultures in environmental conservation. 
•Environmental education and public awareness 
 

 

Project/ Field work Equal to 5 
lectures 

 •Visit to an area to document environmental assets: Natural resources/flora/fauna, etc. 
•Visit to a local polluted site-Urban/Rural/Industrial/Agricultural. 
•Study of common plants, insects, fish, birds, mammals and basic principles of 
identification. 
•Study of ecosystems-pond, river,wetland, forest,estuary and agro ecosystem. 

 

 Total  50 Lectures 
 
Suggested Reading: 
Asthana, D. K. (2006).Text Book of Environmental Studies. S. Chand Publishing. 

Basu, M., Xavier, S. (2016). Fundamentals of Environmental Studies, Cambridge University Press, India 

Basu, R. N., (Ed.) (2000). Environment. University of Calcutta, Kolkata 

Bharucha, E. (2013). Textbook of Environmental Studies for Undergraduate Courses. Universities Press. 

De, A.K., (2006).Environmental Chemistry, 6th Edition, New Age International, New  Delhi. 

Mahapatra, R., Jeevan, S.S., Das, S. (Eds) (2017). Environment Reader for Universities, Centre for 
Science and Environment, New Delhi. 

Masters, G. M., &Ela, W. P. (1991).Introduction to environmental engineering and science. Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall. 

Odum, E. P., Odum, H. T., & Andrews, J. (1971).Fundamentals of ecology. Philadelphia: Saunders. 

Sharma, P. D., & Sharma, P. D. (2005).Ecology and environment.Rastogi Publications. 
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Wildlife conservation
❑ CONTENTS
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– Poaching
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– Climate change

• Species conservation

– Leatherback sea turtle

• Habitat conservation

– Red-cockaded woodpecker

• Conservation genetics

– Florida panther

• Conservation methods

– Wildlife population monitoring

• Government involvement

• Non-government involvement

– Non-governmental organizations
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Wildlife conservation refers to the practice of protecting wild species and their habitats in order to maintain healthy wildlife 
species or populations and to restore, protect or enhance naturalecosystems. Major threats to wildlife include habitat 
destruction, degradation, fragmentation, overexploitation, poaching, pollution and climate change. The IUCN estimates that 
27,000 species of the ones assessed are at risk for extinction. Expanding to all existing species, a 2019 UN report 
on biodiversity put this estimate even higher at a million species. It is also being acknowledged that an increasing number of 
ecosystems on Earth containing endangered species are disappearing. To address these issues, there have been both 
national and international governmental efforts to preserve Earth's wildlife. Prominent conservation agreements include 
the 1973 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and the 
1992 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). There are also numerous nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) dedicated 
to conservation such as the Nature Conservancy, World Wildlife Fund, and Conservation International.

ANKEY WILDLIFE REFUGE IN OERGON                    A forest burned for agriculture in southern Mexico.
Habitat destruction
Habitat destruction decreases the number of places wildlife can live in. Habitat fragmentation breaks up a continuous tract 
of habitat, often dividing large wildlife populations into several smaller ones.Human-caused habitat loss and fragmentation 
are primary drivers of species declines and extinctions. Key examples of human-induced habitat loss include 
deforestation, agricultural expansion, and urbanization. Habitat destruction and fragmentation can increase the 
vulnerability of wildlife populations by reducing the space and resources available to them and by increasing the likelihood 
of conflict with humans. Moreover, destruction and fragmentation create smaller habitats. Smaller habitats support smaller 
populations, and smaller populations are more likely to go extinct.
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• Overexploitation

• Overexploitation is the harvesting of animals and plants at a rate that's faster than the species's ability to recover. 
While often associated with Overfishing, overexploitation can apply to many groups including mammals, birds, 
amphibians, reptiles, and plants.The danger of overexploitation is that if too many individuals of a species are taken, 
then the species may not recover. For example, overfishing of top marine predatory fish like tuna and salmon over the 
past century has led to a decline in fish sizes as well as fish numbers.

• Poaching

• Poaching for illegal wildlife trading is a major threat to certain species, particularly endangered ones whose status 
makes them economically valuable. Such species include many large mammals like African elephants, tigers, and 
rhinoceros. [traded for their tusks, skins, and horns respectively]. Less well-known targets of poaching include the 
harvest of protected plants and animals for souvenirs, food, skins, pets, and more; Because poachers tend to target 
threatened and endangered species, poaching causes already small populations to decline even further.

• Culling

• Culling is the deliberate and selective killing of wildlife by governments for various purposes. An example of this 
is shark culling, in which "shark control" programs in Queensland and New South Wales (in Australia) have killed 
thousands of sharks, as well as turtles, dolphins, whales, and other marine life. The Queensland "shark control" 
program alone has killed about 50,000 sharks — it has also killed more than 84,000 marine animals. There are also 
examples of population culling in the United States, such as bison in Montana and swans, geese, and deer in New York 
and other places

• Pollution

• A wide range of pollutants negatively impact wildlife health. For some pollutants, simple exposure is enough to do 
damage (e.g. pesticides). For others, its through inhaling (e.g. air pollutants) or ingesting it (e.g. toxic metals). 
Pollutants affect different species in different ways so a pollutant that is bad for one might not affect another.

•

Aerial view of the BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010.
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• Air pollutants: Most air pollutants come from burning fossil fuels and industrial emissions. These have 
direct and indirect effects on the health of wildlife and their ecosystems. For example, high levels of sulfur 
oxides (SOx) can damage plants and stunt their growth.Sulfur oxides also contribute to acid rain, harming 
both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Other air pollutants like smog, ground-level ozone, 
and particulate matter decrease air quality.

• Heavy metals: Heavy metals like arsenic, lead, and mercury naturally occur at low levels in the 
environment, but when ingested in high doses, can cause organ damage and cancer. How toxic they are 
depends on the exact metal, how much was ingested, and the animal that ingested it. Human activities 
such as mining, smelting, burning fossil fuels, and various industrial processes have contributed to the rise 

in heavy metal levels in the environment.
• Toxic chemicals: There are many sources of toxic chemical pollution including industrial wastewater, oil 

spills, and pesticides. There's a wide range of toxic chemicals so there's also a wide range of negative 
health effects. For example, synthetic pesticides and certain industrial chemicals are persistent organic 
pollutants. These pollutants are long-lived and can cause cancer, reproductive disorders, immune system 

problems, and nervous system problems.
Climate change
Humans are responsible for present-day climate change currently changing Earth's environmental conditions. 
It is related to some of the aforementioned threats to wildlife like habitat destruction and pollution. Rising 
temperatures, melting ice sheets, changes in precipitation patterns, severe droughts, more frequent heat 
waves, storm intensification, and rising sea levels are some of the effects of climate change.[18] Phenomena 
like droughts, heatwaves, intense storms, and rising sea levels, directly lead to habitat destruction. 
Meanwhile, a warming climate, fluctuating precipitation, and changing weather patterns will impact species 
ranges. Overall, the effects of climate change increase stress on ecosystems, and species unable to cope with 
rapidly changing conditions will go extinct.[19] While modern climate change is caused by humans, past climate 
change events occurred naturally and have led to extinctions.
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Species conservation
It is estimated that, because of human activities, current species extinction rates are about 1000 times 
greater than the background extinction rate (the 'normal' extinction rate that occurs without additional 
influence).According to the IUCN, out of all species assessed, over 27,000 are at risk of extinction and 
should be under conservation. Of these,  are mammals,  are birds, and  are amphibians.However, because 
not all species have been assessed, these numbers could be even higher. A 2019 UN report assessing global 
biodiversity extrapolated IUCN data to all species and estimated that 1 million species worldwide could face 
extinction.Yet, because resources are limited, sometimes it is not possible to give all species that need 
conservation due consideration. Deciding which species to conserve is a function of how close to extinction 
a species is, whether the species is crucial to the ecosystem it resides in, and how much we care about it.

The leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea)

Leatherback sea turtle :

The leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) is the largest turtle in the world, is the only turtle 
without a hard shell, and is endangered.It is found throughout the central Pacific and Atlantic Oceans but 
several of its populations are in decline across the globe (though not all). The leatherback sea turtle faces 
numerous threats including being caught as bycatch, harvest of its eggs, loss of nesting habitats, and marine 
pollution. In the US where the leatherback is listed under the Endangered Species Act, measures to protect 
it include reducing bycatch captures through fishing gear modifications, monitoring and protecting its 
habitat (both nesting beaches and in the ocean), and reducing damage from marine pollution.There is 
currently an international effort to protect the leatherback sea turtle.
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Habitat conservation
Habitat conservation is the practice of protecting a habitat in order to protect the species within it.This is 
sometimes preferable to focusing on a single species especially if the species in question has very specific 
habitat requirements or lives in a habitat with many other endangered species. The latter is often true of 
species living in biod iversity hotspots, which are areas of the world with an exceptionally high 
concentration of endemic species (species found nowhere else in the world).Many of these hotspots are in 
the tropics, mainly tropical forests like the Amazon. Habitat conservation is usually carried out by setting 
aside protected areas like national parks or nature reserves. Even when an area isn't made into a park or 
reserve, it can still be monitored and maintained.

Red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis)

Red-cockaded woodpecker
The red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis) is an endangered bird in the southeastern US. It only lives 
in longleaf pine savannas which are maintained by wildfires in mature pine forests. Today, it is a rare habitat 
(as fires have become rare and many pine forests have been cut down for agriculture) and is commonly 
found on land occupied by US military bases, where pine forests are kept for military training purposes and 
occasional bombings (also for training) set fires that maintain pine savannas. Woodpeckers live in tree 
cavities they excavate in the trunk. In an effort to increase woodpecker numbers, artificial cavities 
(essentially birdhouses planted within tree trunks) were installed to give woodpeckers a place to live. An 
active effort is made by the US military and workers to maintain this rare habitat used by red-cockaded 
woodpeckers.
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Conservation genetics
Conservation genetics studies genetic phenomena that impact the conservation of a species. Most 
conservation efforts focus on ensuring population growth but genetic diversity also greatly affect species 
survival. High genetic diversity increases survival because it means greater capacity to adapt to future 
environmental changes.[4] Meanwhile, effects associated with low genetic diversity, such as inbreeding 
depression and loss of diversity from genetic drift, often decrease species survival by reducing the species' 
capacity to adapt or by increasing the frequency of genetic problems. Though not always the case, certain 
species are under threat because they have very low genetic diversity. As such, the best conservation action 
would be to restore their genetic diversity.

Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi)

Florida panther
The Florida panther is a subspecies of puma (specifically Puma concolor coryi) that resides in the state of 
Florida and is currently endangered.[28] Historically, the Florida panther's range covered the entire 
southeastern US. In the early 1990s, only a single population with 20-25 individuals were left. The 
population had very low genetic diversity, was highly inbred, and suffered from several genetic issues 
including kinked tails, cardiac defects, and low fertility.[4] In 1995, 8 female Texas pumas were introduced to 
the Florida population. The goal was to increase genetic diversity by introducing genes from a different, 
unrelated puma population. By 2007, the Florida panther population had tripled and offspring between 
Florida and Texas individuals had higher fertility and less genetic problems. In 2015, the US Fish and Wildlife 
Service estimated there were 230 adult Florida panthers and in 2017, there were signs that the population's 
range was expanding within Florida.[28]
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• Conservation methods
• Wildlife population monitoring
• Monitoring of wildlife populations is an important part of conservation because it allows managers to gather 

information about the status of threatened species and to measure the effectiveness of management 
strategies. Monitoring can be local, regional, or range-wide, and can include one or many distinct populations. 
Metrics commonly gathered during monitoring include population numbers, geographic distribution, and 
genetic diversity, although many other metrics may be used.

• Monitoring methods can be categorized as either "direct" or "indirect". Direct methods rely on directly seeing 
or hearing the animals, whereas indirect methods rely on "signs" that indicate the animals are present. For 
terrestrial vertebrates, common direct monitoring methods include direct observation,mark-
recapture, transects, and variable plot surveys. Indirect methods include track stations, fecal counts, food 
removal, open or closed burrow-opening counts, burrow counts, runaway counts, knockdown cards, snow 
tracks, or responses to audio calls.

• For large, terrestrial vertebrates, a popular method is to use camera traps for population estimation along with 
mark-recapture techniques. This method has been used successfully with tigers, black bears and numerous 
other species. Trail cameras can be triggered remotely and automatically via sound, infrared sensors, 
etc. Computer vision-based animal individual re-identification methods have been developed to automate 
such sight-resight calculations. Mark-recapture methods are also used with genetic data from non-invasive hair 
or fecal samples. Such information can be analyzed independently or in conjunction with photographic 
methods to get a more complete picture of population viability.

Non-invasive monitoring of dhole is crucial for knowledge about its conservation status. More research is needed 
in chinese wilderness
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• Government involvement
In the US, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 was passed to protect US species deemed in danger of 
extinction. The concern at the time was that the country was losing species that were scientifically, culturally, and 
educationally important. In the same year, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Fauna 
and Flora (CITES) was passed as part of an international agreement to prevent the global trade of endangered 
wildlife.In 1980, the World Conservation Strategy was developed by the IUCN with help from the UN Environmental 
Programme, World Wildlife Fund, UN Food and Agricultural Organization, and UNESCO. Its purpose was to promote 
the conservation of living resources important to humans. In 1992, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) was 
agreed on at the UN Conference on Environment and Development (often called the Rio Earth Summit) as an 
international accord to protect the Earth's biological resources and diversity.
According to the National Wildlife Federation, wildlife conservation in the US gets a majority of its funding through 
appropriations from the federal budget, annual federal and state grants, and financial efforts from programs such as 
the Conservation Reserve Program, Wetlands Reserve Program and Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program. A 
substantial amount of funding comes from the sale of hunting/fishing licenses, game tags, stamps, and excise taxes 
from the purchase of hunting equipment and ammunition.

• Non-government involvement
In the late 1980s, as the public became dissatisfied with government environmental conservation efforts, people 
began supporting private sector conservation efforts which included several non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) . Seeing this rise in support for NGOs, the U.S. Congress made amendments to the Foreign 
Assistance Act in 1979 and 1986 “earmarking U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) funds for 
[biodiversity]”. From 1990 till now, environmental conservation NGOs have become increasingly more focused on 
the political and economic impact of USAID funds dispersed for preserving the environment and its natural 
resources. After the terrorist attacks on and the start of former President Bush's War on Terror, maintaining and 
improving the quality of the environment and its natural resources became a “priority” to “prevent international 
tensions” according to the Legislation on Foreign Relations Through 2002 and section 117 of the 1961 Foreign 
Assistance Act.
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wildlife_Habitat_Incentives_Program
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreign_Assistance_Act
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_on_Terror


• Non-governmental organizations

• Many NGOs exist to actively promote, or be involved with, wildlife conservation:

• The Nature Conservancy is a US charitable environmental organization that works to 
preserve the plants, animals, and natural communities that represent the diversity of life on 
Earth by protecting the lands and waters they need to survive.

• World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) is an international non-governmental organization 
working on the issues regarding the conservation, research and restoration of the 
environment, formerly named the World Wildlife Fund, which remains its official name in 
Canada and the United States. It is the world's largest independent conservation 
organization with over 5 million supporters worldwide, working in more than 90 countries, 
supporting around 1300[4] conservation and environmental projects around the world. It is 
a charity, with approximately 60% of its funding coming from voluntary donations by private 
individuals. 45% of the fund's income comes from the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and 
the United States.

• Conclusion :

Finally, we need to keep in mind that as much as we humans have rights in this world, so do 
other animals and plants.  Moreover, according to the infallible law of creation, no creature is 
self-sufficient in this world.  It is not possible for anyone to survive without interdependence.  
Mankind is only a part of this creation. So if forests and wildlife are endangered, human 
civilization will also be ruined.  Therefore, in the interest of civilization, people have to take the 
lead in conserving forests and wildlife.  Above all, we must take responsibility for ensuring that 
our future generations share in this primitive resource of nature.  In the words of the poet- "I 
will make this world livable for this child; This is my firm commitment to the newborn. ”

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/NGO
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nature_Conservancy
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Fund_for_Nature
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 জল দষূণের সংঞ্জা 
 

 সাধারেত িািুণষর কার্থকলাণপর ফণল জলাশয় দমূষত হণয় পড়ণল, তাণক পামি দষূে িা জল 
দষূে িণল। উদাহরেস্বরূপ, জলাশয় িলণত হ্রদ, িদী, সিুি, ভূেভথ স্থ মসক্ত মশলাস্তর এিং 
ভভৌিজলণকই ভিাঝায়। স্বাভামিক পমরণিণশ দষূেকারী পদার্থ উপমস্থত হণল জলদষূে হয়। 
উদাহরেস্বরূপ, অপর্থাপ্তভাণি পমরণশামধত িজথ যজল র্মদ স্বাভামিক জলাশণয় জিা হয়, তণি 
তা জলজ িাস্তুতণন্ত্রর পমরণিশেত অিিমত ঘটাণত পাণর। এর ফণল, ভাটির মদণক িসিাসকারী 
িািুণষর িণধয জিস্বাণস্থযর সিসযা ভদখা মদণত পাণর। তারা এই দমূষত জল পাি করার কাণজ, 
স্নাণির কাণজ অর্িা ভসণের কাণজ িযিহার করণত পাণর। জলিামহত ভরাণের প্রণকাণপ সারা 

মিণে র্ত িািুষ আক্রান্ত হয় িা িারা র্ায়, তাণদর মসংহভােই ঘণট জল দষূণের কারণে। 

জলদষূেণক ভূ-পষৃ্ঠতলীয় জল িা ভভৌিজল দষূে – এই দইুভাণে মিভক্ত করা র্ায়। সািুমিক 
দষূে এিং পমুি দষূে – জল দষূণের এই দটুি উপণসট। জল দষূণের উৎস দটুি হণত পাণর – হয় 
মিন্দ ুউৎস িতুিা অ-মিন্দ ুউৎস। মিন্দ ুউৎণস দষূণের একটিিাত্র মেমিতণর্ােয কারে র্াণক, 
ভর্িি ভিণিা জল িা িজথ যজল পমরণশাধক কারখািা। অ-মিন্দ ুউৎস হল আণরা ভিমশ মিসৃ্তত, 
ভর্িি কৃমষজ জল।[৩] িহু সিয় ধণর ক্রিিমধথ ত কাণজর ফণলই দষূে সৃমি হয়। দমূষত জলাশণয় 
র্াকা অর্িা এর সংস্পণশথ আসা সিস্ত োছ এিং জীিই এর দ্বারা ক্ষমতগ্রস্ত হণত পাণর। দষূণের 
ফণল একক প্রজামতগুণলা ধ্বংস হণত পাণর এিং এরা ভর্ স্বাভামিক জজি সংেঠণির অন্তেথত 
তারও ক্ষমত হণত পাণর। 

 

https://bn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%A6
https://bn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%80
https://bn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0


 

 

 

ভূমিকা 
জল র্মদ িািুষিামহত দষূক দ্বারা ক্ষমতগ্রস্ত হয়, তণি ভসই জলণক দমূষত িলা হয়। এইসকল 
দষূণকর ফণল এই জল হয় িািুণষর িযিহাণরর ভর্ােয হণত পাণর িা, ভর্িি জলপাণির অণর্ােয 
হণয় র্ায়, অর্িা এই জণলর জীিণোষ্ঠী ধারণের ক্ষিতাই িি হণয় র্ায়, ভর্িি িাছ। 
আণেয়মেমর, জশিাল পষু্প, ঝড়, ভূমিকম্প ইতযামদ প্রাকৃমতক ঘটিার ফণলও জণলর গুোগুণে 
এিং এর িাস্তুতামন্ত্রক অিস্থায় প্রভূত পমরিতথ ি ভদখা ভদয়। 

জল দষূে একটি মিেিযাপী গুরুতর সিসযা। এর জিয সিথস্তণর (আন্তজথ ামতক স্তর ভর্ণক 
িযমক্তেত ভূেভথ স্থ মসক্ত মশলাস্তর এিং কুণয়া) জলসম্পদ িীমতর িলূযায়ি এিং পিুিূথলযায়ি 
জরুরী। িণি করা হয়, মিণে র্ত ভরাে ও িৃতুয হয়, তার িুখয কারে হল জল দষূে।[২][১] ২০১৫ 
সাণল ১৮ লক্ষ িািুণষর িৃতুযর জিয দায়ী মছল জল দষূে। 

 

জিমেক সািুমিক পমরণিশেত সিীক্ষা িািক সংস্থার িণত জল দষূে হল অিযতি প্রধাি একটি 
পমরণিশেত সিসযা ভর্টা পরিতী দশকগুণলাণত পমৃর্িীণত প্রাণের অমস্তত্বণক সংকণট ভফণল 
মদণত পাণর। ফাইণটাপ্ল্যাঙ্কটি ভর্গুণলা ৭০% অমিণজি উৎপন্ন কণর এিং পমৃর্িীর কািথি-
ডাই-অিাইণডর একটি িণড়া অংশ ভশাষে কণর, জল দষূে তাণদর জিয একটি অিযতি 
সিসযা। এই পমরমস্থমতর ভিাকামিলার জিয সংস্থা ভর্ণক ভিশ কণয়কটি পদণক্ষপ গ্রহে করা 
হণয়ণছ, মকন্তু ভসগুণলা কার্থকরী হণত দশ িছর সিয় লােণি। 

https://bn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF_%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%82%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%A3#cite_note-:1-2
https://bn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF_%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%82%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%A3#cite_note-:1-2


 

 

 

সিুি দষূে  
সিুণি দমূষত পদাণর্থর আেিণির একটি সাধারে পর্ হল িদীর জল। এর একটি উদাহরে হল, 
িদথ িার জল এিং কারখািার িজথ য সরাসমর সিুণি মেণয় ভফলা। উন্নয়িশীল ভদশগুণলাণতই 
মিণশষ কণর এই ধরণির দষূে ভদখা র্ায়। িাস্তমিক, সারা মিণের ১০টি সিথিৃহৎ সিুণি প্ল্ামিক 
দষূেকারী ভদশণক ভিমশ ভর্ণক কি এই ক্রণি সাজাণল হয় – েীি, ইণন্দাণিমশয়া, মফমলপাইিস , 
মভণয়তিাি, শ্রীলঙ্কা, র্াইলযান্ড, মিশর, িালণয়মশয়া, িাইণজমরয়া এিং িাংলাণদশ;[১৭] ভর্সকল 
িদীগুণলার িাধযণি সিুি দমূষত হয় তারা হল ইয়াঙ্গটণজ, মসনু্ধ, পীতিদী, হাই, িীল, েঙ্গা, 
পালথ, আিুর, িাইণজর ও ভিকং এিং “পমৃর্িীণত সিুণি র্ত প্ল্ামিক জিা হয়, তার ৯০শতাংশ 
এইসকল িদীগুণলা দ্বারা িামহত হয়”। 

ভ ৌমজল দষূণ 
ভভৌিজল এিং ভূপষৃ্ঠতলীয় জণলর িণধযকার ভর্াোণর্ােটা মকছুটা জটিল। র্ার ফণল, 
ভভৌিজল দষূেণক ভূপষৃ্ঠতলীয় জল দষূে িলা র্ায় িা।[২১] প্রকৃমতেত কারণেই, ভূেভথ স্থ মসক্ত 
মশলাস্তণরর দমূষত হওয়ার প্রিেতা রণয়ণছ, মকন্তু এই দষূণের উৎস ভূপষৃ্ঠতলীয় জলাশণয়র 
প্রতযক্ষ ক্ষমত িাও করণত পাণর। মিন্দ ুিিাি অ-মিন্দ ুউৎণসর পার্থকয মকছু ভক্ষণত্র অপ্রাসমঙ্গক 
হণত পাণর।ণভৌিজণলর দষূণের মিণেষণের ভক্ষণত্র িাটির জিমশিয এিং স্থাণির ভূতত্ত্ব, জল ভূতত্ত্ব, 
জলমিদযা এিং দষূণকর প্রকৃমতর ওপর িজর ভদওয়া হয়।  



দষূণ উৎসের বি াগ 
                                                               ূপষৃ্ঠতলীয় জল এিং ভ ৌমজল দটুি পথৃক 
েম্পদ বিসেসি প্রায়শই চবচি ত এিং আসলাবচত  িয়, যবদও এসদর মসযে আন্তসযিাগ রসয়সে 
 ূপষৃ্ঠতলীয় জল মাটির মসযে বদসয় চুুঁ ইসয় যায় এিং ভ ৌমজসল রূপান্তবরত িয়। বিপরীতক্রসম, 
ভ ৌমজলও  ূপষৃ্ঠতলীয় জসলর ভযাগান বদসত পাসর।  ূপষৃ্ঠতলীয় জল দষূসণর উৎেসক 
োযারণত দইু  াসগ বি ক্ত করা িয়। 

A. বিন্দ ুউৎে 

 

B. অ-বিন্দ ুউৎে 
 

A. বিন্দ ুউৎে  :  দষূণকারী পদাথি যবদ একটি বনবদি ষ্ট বচবিতসযাগে উৎে ভথসক জলপ্রিাসি যকু্ত 
িয় (ভযমন নসলর মাযেসম, অথিা খানার মসযে বদসয়), তসি তাসক বিন্দ ুউৎে জল দষূণ 
িলা িয়। এই যরসনর উৎসের উদািরণ বিসেসি িলা যায় ভকান বনকাশী জসলর 
পবরসশাযনকারী কারখানা, ভকান বশল্পকারখানা, অথিা শিসরর ভকান ভিসনাজসলর 
নদিমা। 

B. অ-বিন্দ ুউৎে: অ-বিন্দ ুউৎে দষূণ িলসত ভযখাসন একটি বনবদি ষ্ট উৎে ভথসক দষূণ েডায় 
না, তাসক ভিাঝায়। এইযরসনর দষূণ প্রায়শই একটি িৃিৎ অঞ্চসল অল্প পবরমাণ দষূণকারী 
পদাথি জমা িসত িসত তার ক্রমিবযিত রূসপর ফসল ততবর িয়। এর একটি োযারণ উদািরণ 
িল োরযকু্ত কৃবষজবমসত নাইসরাসজন ভযৌসগর বলবচংসয়র ফসল ভিবরসয় যাওয়া।[৩] 
কৃবষসেসে অথিা িনাঞ্চসল ভিসনাজসলর োসথ মাটির উপাদান ভিবরসয় যাওয়াসকও অ-
বিন্দ ুউৎে দষূসণর উদািরণ িলা ভযসত পাসর। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



দষূণকারী পদাথি এিং তাসদর উৎে 
জল দষূণকারী বনবদি ষ্ট পদাথিগুসলা রাোয়বনক, ভরাগ েংক্রামক জীিাণু, এিং ভ ৌত 
পবরিতি ন ভযমন উচ্চ তাপমাো এিং বিিণিতার মত বিব ন্ন যরসনর িসত পাসর। 
রাোয়বনক এিং অনোনে পদাথি যাসদর বনয়ন্ত্রণ করা িয়, ভেেি পদাথি প্রাকৃবতক িসত 
পাসর (ভযমন কোলবেয়াম, ভোবিয়াম, ভলািা, মোঙ্গাবনজ প্র ৃবত), বকন্তু প্রকৃবতসত 
তাসদর ঘনত্ব দ্বারা ভিাঝা যায়, তারা জসলর স্বা াবিক উপাদান না বক দষূক।  

 

প্রাকৃবতক উপাদাসনর উচ্চ ঘনত্ব জলজ উবিদ ও প্রাণীর ওপসর েবতকর প্র াি ভফলসত 
পাসর।জসলর ভ ৌত রাোয়বনক অিস্থার পবরিতি সনর জনে দায়ী ভযেকল বিষয় তা িল অম্লত্ব 
(বপএইচ মাোর পবরিতি ন), তিদেুবতক পবরিািীতা, তাপমাো এিং ইউসরাবফসকশন। 
ইউসরাবফসকশসনর মাযেসম একটি িাস্তুতসন্ত্র রাোয়বনক উপাদানগুসলাসক িাবডসয় ভদওয়া িয় 
যাসত িাস্তুতন্ত্রটির প্রাথবমক উৎপাদন েমতার িৃবি িয়। ইউসরাবফসকশসনর মাোর ওপর 
পবরসিসশর ভনবতিাচক প্র াি বন ি র কসর ভযমন এর ফসল অোসনাবিয়া (অবিসজসনর পবরমাণ 
কসম যাওয়া) িসত এিং জসলর মান গুরুতর াসি হ্রাে ভপসত পাসর যার ফসল মাে এিং 
অনোনে প্রাণীকুসলর েবত িয়। 

তজি জল দষূসকর মসযে ভযগুসলা পসড, তা িল: 

 রাোয়বনক াসি জীিাণুমুক্ত পানীয় জসলর মসযে থাকা জীিাণুধ্বংেকারী উপজাত 
পদাথি, ভযমন ভলাসরাফমি 

 খাদে প্রবক্রয়াকরণজাত িজি ে, ভযগুসলার মসযে রসয়সে অবিসজসনর চাবিদাযুক্ত পদাথি, 
চবিি, বিজ 

 কীটনাশক এিং ভ ষজনাশক, বিব ন্ন যরসনর অগিোসনািোলাইিে এিং অনোনে 
রাোয়ন,  

 ভপসরাবলয়াম িাইসরাকািিন, ভযমন জ্বালাবন (সপসরাল, বিসজল জ্বালাবন, ভজট জ্বালাবন, 
এিং জ্বালাবন ভতল) এিং বপবিলকারক ভতল (সমাটর ভতল), এিং ভিসনাজসলর মসযে 
বদসয় িসয় আো জ্বালাবনর দিন-পরিতী উপজাত পদাথি 



দষূসণর বনয়ন্ত্রণ 
                                      উন্নত ভদসশর শিসর, ভপৌরে ার িজি েজল (অথিা বনকাশী জল) 
ভকন্দ্রী ূত বনকাশী জসলর ভশাযনকারী কারখানা দ্বারা বিসশষ াসি পবরসশাবযত িয়। 
 াসলা াসি পবরকবল্পত এিং পবরচাবলত িেিস্থার মাযেসম (সযমন, মাযেবমক ভশাযনকারী 
পদসেপ অথিা আসরা উন্নত ভশাযন) ৯০ শতাংশ িা তার ভিবশ দষূণকারী পদাথি বনকাশী জল 
ভথসক দরূ করা যায়।[৩৮] ভকান ভকান কারখানায় অবতবরক্ত িেিস্থা থাসক যাসত পবুষ্টকর 
উপাদান এিং ভরাগ েংক্রামক জীিাণু দরূ করা ভযসত পাসর, বকন্তু এইেকল আসরা উন্নত 
ভশাযনমলূক পদসেপ ক্রমশই আসরা ভিবশ িেয়িহুল িসয় পডসে।  
ভযেি শিসর ভশৌচালসয়র নদিমার জল উপসচ পসড অথিা েংযকু্ত নদি মার জল উপসচ পসড 
তারা ভেইেি অসশাবযত বনগিমন ভরায করসত এক িা একাবযক প্রসকৌশলী িেিস্থা ভনয়, যার 
মসযে রসয়সে: 
একটি েিুজ পবরকাঠাসমামলূক িেিস্থা িিণ করা িয় যাসত েমি িেিস্থাটির ঝসডা জসলর 
পবরচালন েমতা উন্নত িসত পাসর এিং ভশাযনকারী কারখানার িাইরবলসকর ওপর অবতবরক্ত 
চাপ কমাসত পাসর। 

অিাবিত বনগিমন এিং বিকল যসন্ত্রর ভমরামত ও িদল। 

বনকাশী েংিি িেিস্থাটির োমবিক িাইরবলক েমতািৃবি (এটা অবযকাংশ ভেসেই একটি 
িেয়িহুল বিকল্প)। 

 

শিসরর প্রিাসির বনয়ন্ত্রণ করসত িসল ভঝাসডাজসলর প্রিাি এিং গবতসিগ বনয়ন্ত্রণ জরুরী এিং 
তার োসথ দরকার দষূসকর বনগিমন ভরায। স্থানীয় েরকার ভঝাসডাজসলর িেিস্থাপনা প্রযবুক্ত 
িেিিার কসর শিসরর প্রিাসির ফল বনয়ন্ত্রণ কসর। এইেকল প্রযবুক্ত, যাসক মাবকি ন যকু্তরাসে জল 
দষূসণর জনে েিসচসয় ভেরা িেিস্থাপনা িসল উসেখ কসরসে, তার দ্বারা জসলর গুণমান বনয়ন্ত্রণ 
করা যায়, অনোনে ভেসে জসলর গুণমাসনর উন্নবত করাও েম্ভি এিং বকেু ভেসে উ য়ই করা 
যায়। 
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Why do you choose “water pollution” as a project? 

Water is the main resource of life. All the living being is dependent 

on water but in the way we are wasting water that is not only 

dangerous but it is risking the whole living thing in the world.          

So we need to take serious actions about the contamination of 

water. That is the reason I took this as my project.  

I am not only doing projects but also trying not to waste water 

anymore. Water Over two thirds of Earth's surface is covered 

by water; less than a third is taken up by land. As Earth's population 

continues to grow, people are putting ever-increasing pressure on 

the planet's water resources. In a sense, our oceans, rivers, and 

other inland waters are being "squeezed" by human activities—not 

so they take up less room, but so their quality is reduced. Poorer 

water quality means water pollution. 

Fig 1: Factory drainage water            Fig 2: Household drainage water 

 

 Water pollution can be defined in many ways. Usually, it means one 

or more substances have built up in water to such an extent that 

they cause problems for animals or people. Oceans, lakes, rivers, 

and other inland waters can naturally clean up a certain amount of 

pollution by dispersing it harmlessly.    
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 WATER POLLUTION:  Water 

pollution is the contamination of 

make the water unusable for drinking, 

cooking, cleaning, swimming, and 

other activities. Pollutants include 

chemicals, trash, bacteria, and 

parasites.   All forms of pollution 

eventually make their way to water.    Fig 3: Sea water contamination 

Air pollution settles onto lakes and oceans. Land pollution can seep 

into an underground stream, then to a river, and finally to the ocean. 

Thus, waste dumped in a vacant lot can eventually pollute a water 

supply. 

 

 

TYPES OF WATER POLLUTION:   

 

 

 

Surface Water 
Pollution 

Ground 
Water Pollution  

Chemical 
Water Pollution 

Nutrients Water 
Pollution 

Oxygen 
Depletion Pollution

  

Microbiological     
Water  Pollution 
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Surface Water Pollution: 

Surface water includes water 

that is found naturally on the 

earth’s surface. They include 

lagoons, rivers, oceans, and 

lakes. Contamination of such 

water features results from the   Fig 4: River water Pollution         

dissolving or mixing of the water with pollutants. It can be 

accidental, such as oil spills in the ocean  or intention al, like 

industries eliminating their wastes into rivers or sea.  

 

Ground Water Pollution: 

It occurs when the hazardous 

chemicals and particles applied on 

the surface by humans seep into 

the ground by rainwater. The 

contaminants pollute underground 

water features such as 

underground rivers and waterbeds. 

As a result, wells and boreholes          Fig 5: Pollute inside sea  

might become contaminated. The most common cause of this 

type of pollution is the use of pesticides and fertiliser on 

farms. 

Chemical Water Pollution: 

Chemicals are the most common type of water contaminants. 

They affect both surface and underground water bodies. 

Industries and farming activities are the leading causes 

 

https://www.fairplanet.org/dossier/eco-crimes-shell-and-the-niger-delta/oil-on-water/
https://www.fairplanet.org/dossier/eco-crimes-shell-and-the-niger-delta/oil-on-water/
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Fig 6: Chemical Pollute in river         Fig 7: Chemical colour in drainage 

Solvents and metals used in industries can pollute rivers and 

lakes. Weed, insects, and fungi control in farms using 

pesticides is the other cause of soil contamination. Chemical 

contamination also results from petroleum spills.  

Nutrient Water Pollution: 

Even though nutrients are essential for plant and aquatic life, 

an excess of it is dangerous. Wastewater and fertilisers have 

a high content of nutrients required for plant growth. 

Consequently, they cause rapid and uncontrolled growth of 

vegetation and algae on the water surface when they end up 

in the water. 

  

     Fig 6: Excessive fertilizer in river         Fig 7: Algae on the water surface 
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 Oxygen Depletion Pollution: 

Aquatic microorganisms thrive on 

biodegradable substances. When 

many of these materials get into 

the water, the number of 

microorganisms increases. They 

use up all the oxygen in the 

water.        Fig 8: dead fishes in river 

The depletion of oxygen leads to the death of aerobic 

microorganisms but promotes the thriving of anaerobic 

organisms. 

 It leads to clogging of water filters and contamination of 

drinking water. It also uses up all the oxygen leading to the 

destruction of marine life. 

 

Microbiological water pollution: 

Certain anaerobic micro-organisms contaminate the water by 

producing toxins such as sulphides and ammonia. All these 

are harmful to humans and aquatic life .   

 

       Fig 9: micro-organism in river     Fig 8: micro-organism in drinking water 

https://www.fairplanet.org/editors-pick/new-images-of-coral-bleaching-demonstrate-climate-change-devastation/
https://www.fairplanet.org/editors-pick/new-images-of-coral-bleaching-demonstrate-climate-change-devastation/
https://www.fairplanet.org/editors-pick/new-images-of-coral-bleaching-demonstrate-climate-change-devastation/
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It is a natural type of contamination of water, as it results from 

natural existing microorganisms such as protozoa, viruses, 

and bacteria. Water containing some of these microorganisms 

can cause diseases such as cholera and bilharzias. The 

effects of microbiological pollution are common in areas where 

people drink untreated water. 

 

Causes of Water Pollution: 

A lot of factors contribute to water pollution. Here are some of the 
main causes of water pollution. 

 Domestic Sewage – Wastes generated from households are 
one of the major contributors to water pollution. The wastes 
which contain urine, feces, laundry waste lead to a lot of 
waterborne diseases such as cholera, dysentery, typhoid, and 
diarrhea. Domestic waste is loaded with nitrates and phosphorus 
that also pollute water in small ponds. 
 

 Industrial Waste – We have you noticed the foams on rivers 
and lakes in some of the prominent cities. One of the main 
reasons for this is industrial pollution. Wastes from different 
industries contain toxic materials such as heavy metals, which 
mix with natural bodies and lead to health problems. 

 

 Agricultural Waste – Pesticides, insecticides, and manures 
used for crops wash off and lead to groundwater pollution. Runoff 
from the agricultural lands reaches the nearby ponds, lakes, and 
streams leading to groundwater pollution. 

 

Effects of Water Pollution on Human Health 
 
Water, which is a part of everything that you do, when polluted has 
a negative impact on human health. Water pollution not only 

https://www.alliedacademies.org/articles/water-pollution-and-human-health-7925.html
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increases your chances of falling ill but also affects your hair and 
skin. Here are some of the effects of water pollution. 
 

Waterborne Diseases 

Approximately two-thirds of the Indian homes don’t get safe and 
clean drinking water, which increases the risk of waterborne 
diseases. Diarrhoea is one of the most dangerous diseases caused 
by water pollution, which is also one of the  largest killers in India. 

Water-washed Diseases 

Lack of clean water also leads to water-washed diseases such as 
skin and eye infection. Lack of clean water for daily use is the main 
cause of water-washed diseases. 

Makes water Hard 

An excessive amount of pollution increases the TDS level in the 
water and makes it hard. As water is a good solvent, it easily picks 
up impurities, which increases the TDS level. Total Dissolved Solids 
(TDS) comprises inorganic salts such as calcium, magnesium, 
potassium and small amounts of organic matter, which dissolve in 
water making it hard. 

Ways of controlling Water Pollution 

1. Industrial and urban wastes should not be disposed of in water 
sources. 

2. Ban may be imposed on mixing of pollutants in drinking water 
sources for which a boundary wall etc. may be erected around 
drinking water sources. 

3. Domestic waste and sewage may be treated before flowing them 
directly in drinking water sources. Use of such treated water may be 
made for cooking vegetables, which may be grown on sewerage 
farms. 
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4. Bathing and washing should be banned near drinking water 
sources because detergents used in washing clothes pollute water. 
It is difficult to treat water mixed with detergents. 

5. Bathing of animals near water sources should also be prohibited. 

6. Use of treated filthy water should be made for irrigation because 
as compared to filthy water, it is more productive. 

7. There are many creatures which purify water on the earth. Hence, 
they should be protected. 

8. Chemicals and pesticides should be used in agriculture in a 
balanced quantity. 

9. Control may be exercised on unnecessary weeds growing in 
water, because they affect the process of photosynthesis and pollute 
water. 

10. Sanitary latrines may be arranged in urban areas, so that 
defecation in open areas is restricted. 

11. People may be made aware about dangers created by water 
pollution so that they feel their responsibility and take steps in this 
direction. 

12. Chlorine, potassium per-magnate and other bacteria preventing 
medicines may be inserted in drinking water sources from time to 
time so that they remain free from pollution 

The Government of India has constituted the Central Water 
Pollution Control Board under the Water Pollution Control and 
Prevention Act, 1974, which has given priority to the following 
facts: 
1. Supervision may be kept on disposal of industrial effluents. 

2. Survey may be done regarding pollution of water sources. 

3. Cheap methods for treatment of polluted water may be 
developed. 
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4. Research may be done regarding environmental pollution. 

5. Awareness may be generated regarding pollution. 

 

Conclusion on Water Pollution : 

 Freshwater is a finite and limited resource on Earth and, 
increasingly, much of it is polluted, by both pathogenic microbes 
and chemical contaminants. 

 Human demand for freshwater is increasing; in particular, water 
is required to irrigate crops to feed the rapidly expanding human 
population. 

 Water cycles globally, through the oceans, the atmosphere and 
freshwater river systems. At certain points in the cycle, water is 
purified, both naturally and by treatment plants. 

 Freshwater is very unevenly distributed in the world, such that a 
large proportion of the world's human population has insufficient 
water for growing crops, for drinking and for sanitation. 

 Climate change is altering the global distribution of water, 
causing droughts in some regions, flooding in others. 

 The chemical and physical properties of water are such that, 
over the range of temperatures that occur on Earth, it supports a 
rich diversity of plants and animals. 

 An enormous variety of chemical compounds, produced by 
human activities, pollute natural water bodies, causing both 
acute and chronic pollution. 

 Evidence for the effect of chemical pollution is provided by 
ecotoxicology, the study of the impact of xenobiotic chemicals on 
wildlife in natural situations. 

 As chemical pollutants pass through natural food chains, 
bioaccumulation causes high levels to build up at certain points, 
e.g. in the fat reserves of predatory fish and birds. As a result, 
these animals and their offspring can be exposed to a very high 
dose. 
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-Water is a natural resource that is vital to human health. It is also a 
resource that is undergoing a major crisis; its capacity to support 
plant and animal life is rapidly being destroyed by human activities. 
The message of this course is that human health and the health of 
the natural environment are intimately linked to one another. 
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I like this topic because: 

                I love plants and I was curious about how plants used to survive in colder places. To make a 

research paper on green house was always my dream. So I choose this particular topic. I got the 

opportunity to study about green house and how does it work during the project. I got to know so many 

things in details which has investigate my desire to study further about green house related facts. 
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Introduction: Green house effect Is heating up of earth’s atmosphere due to the trapping of Intra-red 

ray reflected from the earth’s surface by the carbon dioxide layer in the atmosphere is called green 

house effect. 

                The green house effect in the atmosphere occurs due to the presence of a  blanket of carbon 

dioxide gas in the atmosphere. This blanket of carbon dioxide gas in the atmosphere allows the sunlight 

to come in freely but does not allow in intra red radiation reflected by the earth’s surface to go out. It is 

just because the sun light can come in freely but the intra red rays cannot go out freely that the 

temperature of earth’s atmosphere in raised. 
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What is green house effect: The word “Green house  effect” comes from the fact that this 

effect is use in horticulture for the up bringing of green plant’s in small house made of glass walls and  

glass root . The green walls and 4oofs of a green house allows the sun light to come in freely but it does 

not allows the long wavelength infrared radiation reflected by the soil, plant and other content of green 

house to go out. These trapped intra red rays show their heating effect due to which the temperature is 

raised inside the green house. Thus, even without an external supply of heat, the temperature inside a 

green house is found to be higher than it is outside. Thus, green house acts as a heat trap. Due to the 

presence of carbon dioxide, our atmosphere acts like the glass rat of an ordinary horticulture green 

house. 

Classification of green house: Greenhouse structure of various types are used  crop 

production Although there are advantages in each type for a particular application, in general there is no 

single type greenhouse, which can be constituted as the best. Different types of greenhouses are 

designed to meet the specific needs. The different types of greenhouses based on shape, utility, 

material and construction are briefly given below- 

 1.Greenhouse type based on shape: 

              a) Lean to type greenhouse 

               b)Even span type greenhouse 

               c)Uneven span type greenhouse 

               d)Ridge and furrow type 

               e)Saw tooth type 

               f) Quonset greenhouse  

               g)Inteelooking ridges and furrow type Quonset greenhouse 

              h) Ground to ground greenhouse 

2. Greenhouse type based on Utility: 

               a) Greenhouses for active heating. 

               b) Greenhouses for active cooling. 

3. Greenhouse type based on construction:    

               a) Wooden framed structure.  

               b) Pipe framed structure. 

               c) Truss framed structure.  

4. Greenhouse type based on covering material: 

                a) Glass glazing. 

               b) Fibre glass reinforced plastic (FRP) glazzing 
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               c) Plastic film 

d)Based on the cost of construction involved. 

 

 

Advantages of green house: 

 Reliability crop increases under greenhouse cultivation. 

 Ideally suited for vegetable and flower crops. 

 Year round production of floriculture crops. 

 Off -season production of vegetable and fruit crops. 
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Role of carbon dioxide in green house effect: 

The carbon dioxide in the atmosphere also performs another major 

role. The earth receives light of different wavelengths from the sun. 

The Ozone in the upper atmosphere absorbs most of the harmful 

ultraviolet radiation and lets the other wavelengths pass through. 

However, some of the light incident on earth is reflected back in the 

form of intra-red light that is light whose wavelength is greater than 

that of red light. Carbon dioxide molecules have the ability to absorb 

the intra-red radiation reflected from the earth. A blanket of CO2 can, 

therefore, trap intra-red light in the atmosphere causing the 

atmosphere to heat up-This heating due to trapped radiation is called 

the Green House effect. 

 

Causes of green house effect: 

 

The principal cause of Green-House effect is the increase in the 

quantity of green house gases like CO2 in the atmosphere. The 

naturally occurring "Green House gases", including carbon 

dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and water vapor, keep ground 

temperature at a global average of 15
0

Celsius. without this 

natural blanked earth's surface would be about 30
0

 Celsius colder 

than it is today, making the planet a freezing barren, lifeless 

place similar to Mars. The green house gases keep the surface 

warm because as incoming solar radiation strikes earths, the 
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surface gives off infrared radiation or heat, that the gases 

temporarily trap and keep near ground level. 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem of green house effect:  

 

           The problem is that human activity may be making the 

green house gas blanket "thicker" For example, burning tonsil 

fuel throws huge amounts of CO2 into the air, the destruction of 

forests allows carbon stored in the trees to escape into the 

atmosphere and other activities such as raising cattle and 

planting rice emit methane, nitrous oxide, and other green house 

gases. Until man kind began burning fossil fuels, green house 

gases that occur naturally remained in relative balance. But the 

beginning of the Industrial Revolution in Britain ushered in rapid 

industrialization that greatly increased man's assult on the 

ecology. 
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Conclusion: To stop climate change, we need to stop the amount of 

green house gases, like carbon dioxide, from increasing. For the past 

150 years ,burning fossils fuels and cutting down forests, which 

naturally pull carbon dioxide out of the air, has caused greenhouse gas 

levels to increas. There are two main ways to stop the amount of green 

house gases from increasing the earth’s ability to pull them out of the 

air. Many of these solutions are already being implemented in places 

around the world. Some can be tacked by indivisuals,such as using 

less energy, riding a bike instead of driving, driving an electric car and 

switching to renewable energy. Other actions to mitigate climate 

change involve communities, region or nations working together to 
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make changes, such as switching power plants from burning cool or 

gas to renewable energy and growing public transit. 
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